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TORQUE FITNESS FUNCTIONAL AND WEIGHT TRAINING ACCESSORIES FOR 
INDIVIDUAL, SMALL GROUP, AND TEAM TRAINING.  

TRAINING ACCESSORIES



Torque Aerobic Dumbbells have an extra thick 
neoprene coating with a slightly soft and 
textured grip making them easy to hold even 
when palms get sweaty.  Sets include, 2 lb - 
12 lb weights.

Pro-Style dumbbells available in Rubber 
or Urethane have permanently welded 
solid steel weights and precision 
diamond knurled, finished with a hard 
chrome finish

Torque Fitness offers storage solutions and functional training systems with storage solutions.  Contact 
us and we can help recommend what you will need.

Torque premium Kettlebells have a durable 
rubber coating that protects flooring and a 
smooth chrome handle that protects hands.  
Each weight is easily identifiable with high 
visible molded weight numbers.

Torque branded rubber barbells from 20-
110 lbs with welded solid steel weights 
and chrome plated diamond knurl are 
available in sets with straight bar or easy 
curl bar design. 

1-877-867-783 | sales@torquefitness.com   www.torquefitness.com
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Torque colored bumpers bring energy 
to any workout room and make weight 
identification easy.  With the same features 
as the black, the bumpers have been tested 
for 8000 drops from 6 feet.

Torque Alpha bumpers have a proprietary 
chemical coating on the molded in steel 
reinforced hubs making them even more 
durable than our standard bumpers.  Raised 
lettering and a smooth finish give them a 
premium look.   

Our standard Bumper Plates, comprised 
of natural rubber and styrene butadiene 
Rubber, provide a dead bounce, include a 
molded in reinforced hub and are meant 
to handle repeated drops.

Torque Fitness offers stand-alone and integrated system storage solutions for weight plates and 
bumpers.  Contact us and we can help recommend what you will need.

Tri-spoked Grip Plates have a large 
comfortable grip and are available in 2.5, 
5, 10, 25, and 45 lb weights.  The stainless 
steel hubs are hydraulically pressed into 
permanent position to prevent surface 
damage to plates and bars.  Available in 
both Rubber and Urethane. 

1-877-867-783 | sales@torquefitness.com   www.torquefitness.com
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X-Series Olympic bars are made in the USA 
and designed to handle repeated drops. 
The 20 kg - 190,000 psi/28.5 mm dia, 
and the 15 kg - 180,000 psi/25.0 mm dia 
tensile strength bars are finished in black 
and clear zinc.

Our 4 foot 28.0 mm diameter EZ curl 
bar fits all of our Olympic sized plates, 
has a medium knurl, rotates freely 
on bearings, and is coated with hard 
chrome.

Torque Fitness supplies racks and rigs that integrate functional and free weight training, saving space 
and your investment.  Call us and we can provide recommendations based on your needs in your 
facility.

Our standard 6’ and 7’ 32 mm diameter, 
hard chrome Olympic, rated to 1500 
lbs pair well with our grip plates.  Also 
available is a 6’ Aluminium Technique 
bar for novice users to learn free-weight 
movement patterns.  

Easy to use spring collars are available 
for the standard Olympic bars shown on 
the right and high impact nylon collars 
with a cam locking mechanism designed 
to stay put during drops are available for 
our X-Series training bars below.

1-877-867-783 | sales@torquefitness.com   www.torquefitness.com
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Our 16 oz synthetic Dura-Skin Training 
Gloves are machine molded with flexible 
latex rubber, have a velcro closure, heavy 
duty lining and are one size fits all.

No Sand or alternate weights used 
– ONLY fibres. This ensures a more 
even striking surface, and equal 
density throughout the entire bag. This 
Commercial Bag Lining is over 2 mm 
thick to resist tearing and ripping.

Torque Fitness has functional group training systems for integrated use with and storage for all the 
functional training accessories.  Accessory packages are available that will provide everything you need 
to get off to a great start with small group and team training. 

The TRX Pro Suspension Trainer is their 
strongest, most secure product with 
durable, easy to clean rubber handles 
and commercial-grade components.  
Each trainer includes a suspension 
anchor, a mesh bag and a wrench for 
the locking carabineer.    

1-877-867-783 | sales@torquefitness.com   www.torquefitness.com
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The essential tool for anyone looking to 
strengthen their core, the Rip Trainer 
employs an innovative resistance cord 
system to create a variable, unbalanced 
load that enables you to develop core 
strength, explosive power, flexibility and 
endurance.

TRX Ripp



The Torque premium nylon covered 1-1/2 
inch diameter 30 foot nylon covered battle 
rope is a great tool for metabolic and 
strength training with a perfect weight for 
users of all types while allowing it to be 
used in smaller environments.

The pliable soft-shell construction and 
balanced uniform weight of these 
balls make it easy to catch and throw.  
Comprised of heavy-duty vinyl-coated 
nylon, the wall balls remain dimensionally 
stable and balanced over time.

Torque Fitness has functional group training systems for integrated use with and storage for all the 
functional training accessories.  Accessory packages are available that will provide everything you need 
to get off to a great start with small group and team training. 

Torque Slam Balls are built to absorb the 
energy of a slam with zero bounce.  The 
sand-filled center shifts during throws 
which engages core and stabilizing 
muscles.  The textured cover has a pliable 
and tacky surface making it easy to grasp 
and throw making it perfect for floor 
slams. Available in 10 lb, 15, lb, 20 lb, 25 
lb, 30 lb, 35 lb, 40 lb and 45 lb weights

Our medicine balls are a versatile total 
body training tool helping you to develop 
muscular strength, endurance, power, 
stability, and joint integrity.  Available in 
2 lbs, 4 lbs, 6 lbs, 8 lbs, 10 lbs, 12 lbs and 
15 lbs.  They feature and durable rubber 
construction with a high grip texture

1-877-867-783 | sales@torquefitness.com   www.torquefitness.com
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The 41 inch (104 cm) Torque Strength 
Loop Bands feature sturdy seamless 
constructions and are color coded for 
easy identification.  The Strength Bands 
are a versatile tool and can be used in a 
wide range of applications.

The dual-handled power tubes feature a 
comfortable ergonomic grip with flared 
ends for smooth rotation.  The power 
tubes are available in four different 
resistance levels and are encased in a 
protective nylon sleeve.

Torque Fitness has functional group training systems for integrated use with and storage for all the 
functional training accessories.  Accessory packages are available that will provide everything you need 
to get off to a great start with small group and team training.

The Torque PLYOSTACK set includes a 6, 
12, 20 and 24 inch height padded box 
that provides fifteen height combinations.  
Velcro tabs keep them securely linked 
when stacked and premium dual foam, 
heavy weight vinyl and grabber material on 
landing surfaces make them stand apart.

Our TRIPLEPLYO provides heights of 20, 
24 and 30 inches and is the perfect tool 
for plyometric training.  The dense foam 
provides a safe padded surface to jump on 
and the unique grabber material makes your 
feet stick on every jump.  At 55 lbs, the box 
stays put.

1-877-867-783 | sales@torquefitness.com   www.torquefitness.com
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The XTT1C cover protects the TANK finish 
and drive components from UV and water 
exposure if the TANK is stored outside.  The 
cover is made of durable UV resistant and 
waterproof oxford cloth material and has 
Velcro straps to secure it in place.

The locking kit allows you to secure 
three 45 lb spoked grip plates to each 
weight peg of the TANK.  This ensures 
your TANK will always be equipped with 
the proper downward force from the 
recommended weight.

Torque Fitness has functional group training systems for integrated use with and storage for all the 
functional training accessories.  Accessory packages are available that will provide everything you need 
to get off to a great start with small group and team training.

The 1-1/2 inch (38 mm) diameter 30 
foot (9.1 m) long Dacron rope includes a 
metal hook end and carabineer for quickly 
attaching and detaching from Tank for 
pulling or towing. 

The Tank Tow kit expands the functionality 
of the Tank.  Comprised of a waist harness, 
straight strap, V-strap with T-Grip rubber 
coated handles, all with sewn in carabineers, 
each kit comes packed in a waterproof 
Torque drawstring bag.

1-877-867-783 | sales@torquefitness.com   www.torquefitness.com
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